UNIONS PICKET CASTRO’S GAY “PATIO CAFE”....

“Morals Squad” war on Gays.....

FEINSTEIN’S “WAR” ON IMMORALITY, CONTINUES, AS JOSEPH FRIETAS JOINS HER “MORALS SQUAD”! GAY BUSINESSES THREATENED WITH EVICTIONS AND CLOSURES DUE TO LATEST FRIETAS-FEINSTEIN ACTION. Mayor Dianne Feinstein, who has vowed that she would “clean up the morals of the gay community” if she ever got to be mayor, has finally created her own “Morals Squad” which consists of her, Charles Gain, SFPD, Captain George Eimel of the Vice Squad and Joseph Frietas, District Attorney. Several gay businesses which have kept gays “off the streets” so to speak, have found the owners of the property in which their businesses are located, being served with legal papers signed by District Attorney Joe Frietas, threatening to prosecute in Civil Court under the “Red Light Abatement Act”. In Civil Court it only takes 9 out of 12 members of the jury for a conviction. Frietas like Feinstein is up for re-election this November, and the feeling, according to one Feinstein aide, is that “If we close enough of these border-line illegal places, we can cut away money from any opponents of Feinstein.” But, to date, Mayor Feinstein refuses any official comment. D.A. Frietas has been using his brother-in-law, Monte Reddick of the Rip Off Rag to try and soothe the feelings of gays towards him, by making such stupid statements as “I sign so many things I don’t really know everything I sign.” which is not very responsible for a District Attorney if Reddick’s statements and sources in his brother-in-law’s office are true. The owner of the property in which the 1808 Club is located has been served, as has the owner of the property in which the Cinemattachine is located. There are five others being served at the current time according to sources in the District Attorney’s office.

POLICE BUST RICHARD ELMON MODEL AGENCY..... At the complaint of a former model-agent of the Agency, who pictured at the left here, a Marty Conway, who was first run up in the Mr. Gay Cowboy of California Contest last fall, the Elmmon Agency was busted by the “Morals Squad” of Captain Eimel and D.A. Frietas with KGO-TV channel 7 leading the way with their cameras invading Eimmon’s privacy. Marty had left the Elmnon Agency and went on his own, with huge ads in the Sentinel and Advocate stating, “Hot, Hung, young athlete, Reasonable”.

Oil Can Harry’s
709 Larkin (at Ellis) / (415) 928 9660

SAN FRANCISCO CRUSADER
“A Light of Understanding for All”

March 14 - April 4 1979

FREE

Brunch & Show - March 18th

Chez Jacques “Spectacular” set...

JULE JOHNSON

A spectacular show and brunch will be held on Sunday morning, March 18th at 11 AM at the CHEZ JACQUES, 1390 California / Hyde Streets. It is a fund raiser being held by various friends of the Chez Jacques, including the gay community, to help her retire her campaign debt. The tickets are $15 each (not worth $15 more anyone agrees), for the delicious brunch and contest show. Tickets may be obtained by calling Chez Jacques at (415) 773-7574 or you may obtain them by contacting either Larry Hillyer, 415-911-1110 or Bill May at 415-911-1111 or the CRUSADER office at 415-991-401 for information.

351 Castro Street is the site of the Patio Cafe, a member of the Tavern Guild, who refuses to help them in their plight today. That plight is that they have all the wealth and might of AFL-CIO Local 2, the restauranteurs and bartenders union at their doors in an attempt to unionize this gay owned and operated business. To date, according to an article in the east bay paper the Barb, Local 2 has given the unionizing picketers over $5,000 to live on, as well as having the SF Labor Council to sanction the strike and to halt all union delivery trucks and halt the garbage pickup by the unionized drivers of that company. Yet, Wolfgang, the handsome young man who owns this gay business is holding out against Local 2. In recent days this further “heavies” have been tossed against the Patio Cafe, such as the socialist-democrat Supervisor Harry Britt, who has been on the picket line according to Wolfgang and also Scott Anderson (see his letter to the editor). The Milk Democratic Club has endorsed the unionizing efforts here by Local 2, and other gay Democratic Clubs are considering doing the same.

UNIONS WILL DESTROY GAINS MADE BY GAY LIBERATION ...All those old time gays in San Francisco, who helped to make this city the great city that it is for gay people, know that we have done it on our own, that is past years the unions did not want gays, now that gays have become such a large group the unions have money and their voting power which would destroy the gay-power-clout that we have enjoyed in the past. The Tavern Guild, formerly opposed to unionization of gay owned businesses, will not help the Patio Cafe, even tho they are members of Local 2. They have stated that they will not cross the picket line, afraid to anger Harry Britt.

On Thursday, March 8th, the editor of this paper crossed me mic unun was iucicu u> dorus of jeers and threats by the Local 2 paid pickets, but this editor is the one who urged them to organize independent of the union-influenced Tavern Guild, to halt Local 2 from any victories. Local 2 has stated that a victory at the Patio Cafe will give them victory and might of AFL-CIO Local 2, the restaurant and bartenders union at their doors in an attempt to unionize this gay owned and operated business.

To date, according to an article in the east bay paper the Barb, Local 2 has given the unionizing picketers over $5,000 to live on, as well as having the SF Labor Council to sanction the strike and to halt all union delivery trucks and halt the garbage pickup by the unionized drivers of that company. Yet, Wolfgang, the handsome young man who owns this gay business is holding out against Local 2. In recent days this further “heavies” have been tossed against the Patio Cafe, such as the socialist-democrat Supervisor Harry Britt, who has been on the picket line according to Wolfgang and also Scott Anderson (see his letter to the editor). The Milk Democratic Club has endorsed the unionizing efforts here by Local 2, and other gay Democratic Clubs are considering doing the same.

UNIONS WILL DESTROY GAINS MADE BY GAY LIBERATION ...All those old time gays in San Francisco, who helped to make this city the great city that it is for gay people, know that we have done it on our own, that is past years the unions did not want gays, now that gays have become such a large group the unions have money and their voting power which would destroy the gay-power-clout that we have enjoyed in the past. The Tavern Guild, formerly opposed to unionization of gay owned businesses, will not help the Patio Cafe, even tho they are members of Local 2. They have stated that they will not cross the picket line, afraid to anger Harry Britt.

On Thursday, March 8th, the editor of this paper crossed me mic unun was iucicu u> dorus of jeers and threats by the Local 2 paid pickets, but this editor is the one who urged them to organize independent of the union-influenced Tavern Guild, to halt Local 2 from any victories. Local 2 has stated that a victory at the Patio Cafe will give them victory and might of AFL-CIO Local 2, the restaurant and bartenders union at their doors in an attempt to unionize this gay owned and operated business.
**Attacks on Gays**

**Stabbings, Beatings, Castro Area plagued**

Sunday morning, March 11th, young Ron Wood, recently moved here to our city from New Orleans, was on his way from work at the St. Mary's on Castro Street to his home on 15th and Market. As he neared Market and the, Melby Stick store, three latino/chicano youths, transcripts, jumped at him with chains, they fought and bit him, and as he screamed for help, they continued to attack him. He was rushed to St. Mary's and doctors stated to his body had him in critical condition, from which he was removed last night. We are told to send him to the hospital as a precaution for some time. Doctors fear that his lungs may be punctured. The police, as usual, never base on the attackers of the gays, as the Police and District Attorney Frienza are too busy trying to close down places like the 14th Club, Richard Eakin Agency, etc., as a part of the Muni Squad youths being beaten and stabbed in the city.

**ROBERT THREATS AT BANCROFT PARK ON MARKET STREET.**

Robert Bosch, a 28-year-old gay man, was beaten, kicked, and had his face smashed in the mid-Market area between Sanchez and Church Streets by three latino/chicano youths. The memory of the Balcorn youths has been cracking down and using people whom they felt to have some same sex interest. They have been heard to say things like, "faggot", "queer", etc. Bosch has lived here for 3 years. He said that he never saw them before, did not speak to them, but they shouted taunts at him when he was walking along the sidewalk. The San Francisco Police Department say that they do not at this time have any further leads in the stabbings that happened all with blocks of the Polk Valley Improvement Association, the ### building costs and prices having so risen as Hardman's group is trying to do. Some gays feel that as gays, if we truly need a gay center, we should be able to help except the one-way Polk proposal and not to government, let us control over our own affairs. Everything seems to be drug dealers, and suspect that the calls of "bombs" heard from the Panthers is in an effort to oust any active gay interest here. An old gay man, Jerry Bosch was walking home from the Balcony area, on Sunday am, about 1:40, and three latino/chicano youths blocked the side walk, the bus then tried to walk around them and they jumped him, beating him and then stabbing him once in the shoulder. He is now hospitalized.

The San Francisco Police Department move in to the Polk area will cause tremendous parking problems for the area, particularly in the Tenderloin area, because of the 200 new cars that have been parked on the Polk area. The Police were one way west, from Broadway to Polk Street, it would enhance traffic. The Police are now planning to send two police cars to the area. The number of Police cars has been increased, a new Police report was released in a couple of days at us. He names it as the Pico, Tague, Espejo, and Espejo.

**STABBING IN 400 BLOCK OF SANTELLE STREET.**

Alan Robinson, who lives in the 400 block of Sanfelice Street reports that early Sunday, morning March 11th, three latino/chicano youths attacked him in front of his home stabbing him in the upper right arm. There is no further word on his condition.

The next day, Saturday, March 10, 1200pm, a 28-year-old gay man, Ron Wood, was stabbed in the Queens Street area and the stabbings and the beatings on Suyt Van Nyn (see p. 2) is believed to be the same all the gay location.

All gays in the upper Market and Castro area and inner Mission area are threatened with being attacked and beatings and stabbings. The police are not keeping guard of anyone and they have any further leads in the stabbings that happened all with blocks of the Polk Valley Improvement Association, the ### building costs and prices having so risen as Hardman's group is trying to do. Some gays feel that as gays, if we truly need a gay center, we should be able to help except the one-way Polk proposal and not to government, let us control over our own affairs. Everything seems to be drug dealers, and suspect that the calls of "bombs" heard from the Panthers is in an effort to oust any active gay interest here. An old gay man, Jerry Bosch was walking home from the Balcony area, on Sunday am, about 1:40, and three latino/chicano youths blocked the side walk, the bus then tried to walk around them and they jumped him, beating him and then stabbing him once in the shoulder. He is now hospitalized.
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The Morals Squad is evil, the greatest running a male model agency, yet look and silly hat), and their courthouse lawyer, District Attorney Joseph Frietas, are costing the taxpayers hundreds of thousands of dollars in their attacks upon the gay community the past couple of months.

Feinstein, Nudam Morals herself, vowed that once she became the District Attorney, she would make people believe the way they were doing nothing but disrupting the public order and theสวย of justice. Well, it took the Morals Squad over 20 men to beat out 12 year old1 yen Mr. Elmon in his home last week for "running a male model agency", yet they never have insulted the over 100,000 heterosexual men who are model agents.

The Morals Squad of Eimel and Feinstein and Frietas with the full blessing of Chuckie Gage, is doing well as a member on the gay community, for while all this was going on, they also raid 37 bars in the Castro and around the Red Light Abatement Act. They are considered "social clubs" in the gay community. And yet, all the while huge manpower and money is being expended, these gay men were allowed to remain.

11 other separate hearings and near killings of gay took place in the city as the boys of these young punk who maybe are even working with the blessing of the Morals Squad.

After all, isn't this the same city which has a "COPS FOR CHRISt" running city property to hold their payer meetings? and a "CHRIStian Cops For Christ" who really don't give a damn about anyone except Christ? and "COPS For Christ" start in their preachment against homosexually.

The same Morals Squad (Feinstein-Eimel-Gage) are the same ones who are terrorizing gay walking down Mason Street at night and at the same time allowing full sale heroin deals to be going on, they also raid 37 bars in the Castro and around the Red Light Abatement Act. They are considered "social clubs" in the gay community. And yet, all the while huge manpower and money is being expended, these gay men were allowed to remain.

The same Morals Squad (Feinstein-Eimel-Gage) are the same ones who are terrorizing gay walking down Mason Street at night and at the same time allowing full sale heroin deals to be going on, they also raid 37 bars in the Castro and around the Red Light Abatement Act. They are considered "social clubs" in the gay community. And yet, all the while huge manpower and money is being expended, these gay men were allowed to remain.

The same Morals Squad (Feinstein-Eimel-Gage) are the same ones who are terrorizing gay walking down Mason Street at night and at the same time allowing full sale heroin deals to be going on, they also raid 37 bars in the Castro and around the Red Light Abatement Act. They are considered "social clubs" in the gay community. And yet, all the while huge manpower and money is being expended, these gay men were allowed to remain.
At the

SPARTAN CINEMA

150 MASON Street
Open 10am - 2am.
421-5257

Also

HE'LL INVESTIGATE FOUR THEMES... HOMEDETECTIVE

_ THE POSSIBILITIES ARE DELIGHTFUL _

BOB, DARYL & TED & ALEX

COLOR X RAYED

ALL MALE CAST

San Francisco Crusader

San Francisco Crusader

INVESTIGATIVE EMPIRE BIG SUCCESS

EMPIRE GINGER has put plot of "spice" into the lives of so many gays the past few days.

On Sunday night, March 11th, hundreds of gays turned out for the first of the"Chainsaw Girls" at Em-pire. Chain saw girls, in full regalia, of course, hit the dance floor on Polk Street, to enjoy an evening of fine entertainment and frivolity as the Empress Ginger was officially on her way as the new Empress.

Ginger had on a stunning new gown and royal robes which made some of our past em­

48

presses look pale by comparison. People came from all over to

honor Ginger, and many to receive titles and honors from the Empress Ginger. The evening went to the past em­

press Char, and to Daughtie Melvina.

The entertainment provided by the Piers & Company was superb and the bar was the best ever found at such a function and was handled so very well by the Miss, 1982 Market Street.

"God Bless America" was done by Greta Grass, as Kate Smith, and was so

great. Originally, Irene, Jack McGowan, was supposed to have done it, but she just got home from the hospital and was too ill to attend.

"God Bless America" was done by Greta Grass, as Kate Smith, and was so
great. Originally, Irene - Jack McGowan, was supposed to have done it, but she just got home from the hospital and was too ill to attend.

"Goodsteinies Are They Gai Moonies?"

This newspaper has continually

floubled the intentions of the former Federal Bureau of Investigation

fawer, David B. Goodstein's

ADVOCATE publication as well as his new thing, the Goodsteinies, the Gay Liberation

troops, if you can call them that. Jim Foster, David Claryon, Jack Davis, and that creep who writes for the Examiner on occasion.

They are the enemies of gay liberation, and the Goodsteinies are just

the latest of theirอ000's. Don't let them

get any more of the ol' "spice" into the lives of gays. gays.

All REAL GAYS, please, get it to­

day. Foster and David B. Goodstein are the same kind. They are the enemies of gay liberation, one

of their members, Frank
dot, and can do so by writing to the Gov­

ernor, David B. Goodstein, at the Com­
dar Department in San Francisco.

But you can stop it if you want to,

halt your gay freedoms, before you

vote.

San Francisco Crusader

San Francisco's Hottest Cruise Disco!

ALIE'S

2140 Market St. San Francisco 626-2543

AU REAL GAYS, please, get it to­

together, look at the names within the

advocate, the San Francisco Crusader,

and can do so by writing to the Gov­

ernor, David B. Goodstein, at the Com­
dar Department in San Francisco.

But you can stop it if you want to,

halt your gay freedoms, before you

vote.

San Francisco Crusader
CHRIST LOVES GAY PEOPLE!!!

"Love is something that goes in to each of us, to Our Lord, to all his free disciples, but never to the false gods that are made of the world. Love is something that goes to the heart of the world, and there it is transformed into the love of God in all people. Love is something that goes to the heart of the world, and there it is transformed into the love of God in all people."
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THELMA DIRT was busy doing a rent strike and the President, that one dear of ours, said: "Well, THELMA was up beautiful looking at the Investiture of GINGER that hardly anybody knew it was TESSIE. Girl!!"

The Empress was stunning and received a lot of applause. At the Investiture, our editor, Imperial Court of Spice/Ginger, and he would never come. It is here and now!!!

On the gay businesses, well Ull tell you, it is the backlash that some felt... "TEENIE BLUE WEENIES" with the little pecs... and we look kimia bad if we go after them but... some of the royalty folks ought to greet, and that is a far out COWGIRL of CALIFORNIA's column, so we had to mention it here and now!!!

That young man above, who is kind cute, is from the Film Den. For a het, he is nice to us fags.

Wouldja believe that the above is the opening day for the Oakland A's or to the GIANTS games yet? If not, you should, because both of these major league teams will have exciting teams. The Giants offense will have to be good if they can get WILLIE MccoY to set on the bench and let a younger player, MIKE IVIE get in there and do what is necessary to win it all.

Have you bought your tickets to the Oakland A's games or to the GIANTS games? If not, you should, because both of these major league teams will have exciting teams. The Giants offense will have to be good if they can get WILLIE McCovey to set on the bench and let a younger player, MIKE IVIE get in there and do what is necessary to win it all.

AUCKLAND ATHLETICS, well, they will be exciting, they have a young team, and remember, last year they were in first place for most of the first half of the season. It would be great to see them go all the way and win the Western Division title, just great. Besides, that Oakland ballpark is one hell of a lot better than the toilet the Giants play in, and that is a far out laugh of the century was the date between DAVE KOPAY and VICTOR, the Police team had little on the ball, as every IRENE shut them down, 23-9. The Police team had little on the ball, as every IRENE shut them down.

"I'ma blue in blazin' or just a quick fella?"... "That guy in the pink top with his hair up."... "TEENIE BLUE WEENIES" with the little pecs... and we look kimia bad if we go after them but... some of the royalty folks ought to greet, and that is a far out COWGIRL of CALIFORNIA's column, so we had to mention it here and now!!!

Opening day for the GSL is on March 25th, 12 Noon, at Hayward Field, Turk and Gough Streets, with the VARGARD playing IRENE'S FABULOUS FORTIES (Oakland). The Gay Freedom Day Band will entertain, so be there on SUNDAY, March 25th at NOON!!!

The Police team had little on the ball, as every IRENE shut them down, 23-9. The Police team had little on the ball, as every IRENE shut them down.
Now Playing

JACK WRANGLER
IN A FRANCIS ELLIE PRODUCTION

KILLING ME SOFTLY

ALSO STARRING
STANLEY RICHARDS WITH GIUSEPPE WELCH
JOHN KOVACKS & DAVID KING
X-RATED · COLOR · ALL MALE CAST

PLUS
EROTIC HANDS
IF YOU'VE NEVER SEEN THIS FISTER'S CLASSIC IN 16 mm YOU'VE NEVER SEEN "EROTIC HANDS"

PLUS
"THE WAREHOUSE"
A VERY STRONG SHORT FILM

the mob hill cinema